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A fact known to us as human beings is that there are plenty of things out there to be afraid about. So, what are you afraid 
about? Well, if you're not afraid of anything, you're the lucky one. Nonetheless, there are numerous people out there who 
have phobias and fears, and yet are unable to describe it due to a lack in theircommunication skills. Here is an article that 
will help such individuals learn as to how they can talk about their fears in simple English.

What is a phobia?

The word 'phobia' was taken from the Greek language and its raw translation in the English language is 'fear'.

Below-mentioned is a list of some of the common phobias along with their technical name. Read, learn and improve your
English communication skills today.

Technical Terms For Common Phobias:

1. Arachnophobia: Fear of spiders
2. Acrophobia: Fear of heights
3. Aviophobia: Fear of flying
4. Claustrophobia: Fear of confined and small places
5. Nyctophobia: Fear of the dark

How to express your fear or phobias in Basic English?

You need to understand that to describe your fear about something, you can make use of certain idioms. The examples 
mentioned below will give you a better idea about the same.

Example 1: I am scared to death of dogs.

Example 2: Rachel actually gets goose bumps when she thinks of heights.

Example 3: The ghost he described to me brought chills down my spine.

Example 4: That bunch of spiders in the woods got me shaking like a leaf.

Example 5: My blood ran cold when I noticed I was stuck in the elevator.

Idioms form an essential part of English as a language and they help improve your spoken English communication skills 
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as well. Try making use of the few mentioned above as and when you are faced with a situation when you need to describe 
your fears or talk about the phobias you have. Also, if you still aren't confident enough to discuss your fears with your 
folks, practice the use of the idioms time and again. This will help you focus and eventually give you a hang of how to go 
about it.

Lastly, understand the fact that everyone has their own set of fears; however, that should not restrict you or your life. Also 
remember, the worst fear is the fear of self-limiting yourself. This fear means you tend to hold back from trying new 
things or taking up new opportunities. You wouldn't realize you have the fear until you think deeply. Hence, keep away 
from this fear and open up to new horizons bylearning English rather than pondering over whether you take up learning a 
new, unfamiliar language or not. In addition, we understand that it is easier to say 'just do it' than to muster the courage to 
actually do it and hence, taking up some professional help to learn a new language is a great way to begin with.

All the best in your language learning journey!

About Eagetutor:

eAgeTutor.com is the premieronline tutoring provider. eAge's world class faculty and ace communication experts from 
around the globe help you to improve in an all round manner. Assignments and tasks based on a well-researched content 
developed by subject matter and industry experts can certainly fetch the most desired results for improving spoken English 
skills. Overcoming limitations is just a click of mouse away in this age of effective and advance communication 
technology. For further information ononline English speaking course or to experience the wonders of virtual classroom 
fix a demonstration session with our tutor. Please visit www.eagetutor.com.

Contact us today to know more about our spoken English program and experience the exciting world of e-learning.
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